Contactless ultrasound is a novel, easily implemented, technique for the Ultrasonic Treatment (UST) of liquid metals. Instead of using a vibrating sonotrode probe inside the melt, which leads to contamination, we consider a high AC frequency electromagnetic coil placed close to the metal free surface. The coil induces a rapidly changing Lorentz force, which in turn excites sound waves. To reach the necessary pressure amplitude for cavitation with the minimum electrical energy use, it was found necessary to achieve acoustic resonance in the liquid volume, by finely tuning the coil AC supply frequency. The appearance of cavitation was then detected experimentally with an externally placed ultrasonic microphone and confirmed by the reduction in grain size of the solidified metal. To predict the appearance of various resonant modes numerically, the exact dimensions of the melt volume, the holding crucible, surrounding structures and their sound properties are required. As cavitation progresses the speed of sound in the melt changes, which in practice means resonance becomes intermittent. Given the complexity of the situation, two competing numerical models are used to compute the soundfield. A high order time-domain method focusing on a particular forcing frequency and a Helmholtz frequency domain method scanning the full frequency range of the power supply. A good agreement is achieved between the two methods and experiments which means the optimal setup for the process can be predicted with some accuracy. This paper first considers the theory behind contactless ultrasonic cavitation and resonating vessels. It then describes the different numerical models to achieve the results presented, followed by a description of the experimental procedure. Results from both numerical models and experiments are presented and the model is validated against experimental data.
Introduction
The treatment of light alloys in the liquid state with ultrasound has been shown to improve their mechanical properties [1] .This improvement can be attributed to the cavitation of dissolved gases [2, 3] , with cavitation occurring when the acoustic pressure amplitude exceeds the Blake threshold [4] . Traditional Ultrasonic Treatment (UST) techniques use an oscillating sonotrode probe, immersed in the liquid melt to induce the ultrasound. Contrasting this, the technique shown here uses a contactless electromagnetic sonotrode known as the "Top-Coil" [5, 6] . This employs rapidly changing Lorentz forces to induce ultrasonic sound waves into the melt. As the probe is not in contact with the metal it removes the risk of contact contamination and enables use in reactive metals. The ability to water-cool the coil also allows for its use in high temperature alloys. The Lorentz force operating at ultrasonic frequencies, acts in a thin skin layer in the metal in close proximity to the coil. Its amplitude depends on the coil current [7] , therefore, to reduce the energy required by the process it is desirable to seek acoustic resonance in the fluid volume being treated. An additional benefit of the contactless ultrasound method is that strong electromagnetic stirring is also induced within the alloy melt [5] , spreading the treatment to the full melt volume.
The idea of electromagnetically induced vibrations in liquid metal treatment is not new, in fact Vives [8, 9] appears to be the first to suggest this as a possible approach to use in aluminium grain refinement and for that reason he used the combination of a static magnetic field and 50 Hz AC current passing through the melt. He achieved cavitation in a small volume of metal (~0.2 kg) by increasing the static field to 0.7 T and the current to 3500 A. As these values would be impractical for industry, he also suggested the idea of using a resonant cavity to amplify the sound waves generated by the magnetic field. The same combined static field and AC current concept was more recently used by Kaldre et al. [7, 10] who applied a steady axial magnetic field (0.5 T) to a small liquid metal zone heated by induction currents (~1000 A at 14.7 kHz). They studied the dispersion of SiC and Pb particles in steel and aluminium melts held in a reduced atmosphere. They identified cavitation using accelerometers attached to the melt container, through the appearance of half harmonics in the sound spectrum. Although these examples have increased knowledge of the fundamental physics, they are not easily transferable to industry. The requirements for (i) a strong DC magnetic field, (ii) high current and/or (iii) reduced atmosphere to ease gas cavitation, limits their use to laboratory experiments. While the importance of sound waves in the liquid metal is widely recognised (e.g. see [11] ), these previous studies did not attempt to map the sound field generated and so did not design for resonance.
In an earlier publication [5] we first introduced the idea of an external AC induction coil, placed close to the melt surface in a crucible, acting as the vibration source. A conical levitation coil was used for this purpose, with its function reversed, i.e. pushing the metal surface downwards by repulsion rather than levitation. This close proximity has the effect of maximising the Electromagnetic (EM) interaction between the coil and the melt. At the same time, we carried out numerical simulations of the resulting magnetohydrodynamic flow, heat transfer and importantly the acoustic waves generated by the timedependent part of the Lorentz force were presented. However, the sound transmission and reflection through the walls of the crucible were neglected, an omission which is included here. This prototype 'Top-Coil' shown in Figure 1 , is water cooled with sufficient current running through it to prevent contact with the alloy melt by electromagnetic repulsion. It is also covered by a protective ceramic coating to prevent spark erosion. The coil operates in the range of 6-10 kHz with current amplitudes up to 1700 A. The induced vibrations are then at twice the supply frequency, which is in the ultrasonic range. At this frequency range, current and the induced Lorentz force does not penetrate far into the melt, instead concentrating near the free surface, in the so-called skin layer. The vibrating free surface then acts as a source of sound, transmitting the effect into the bulk of the fluid as ultrasonic pressure waves. This contrasts with the techniques mentioned earlier, that rely on the presence of a static magnetic field to penetrate the full melt volume. In most cases the transmitted sound energy is lower than traditional sonotrode techniques. To reach the necessary pressure levels and coincidentally reduce energy consumption, it is highly desirable for there to be acoustic resonance within the melt and the crucible. This is achieved by critically tuning the power supply frequency depending on factors such as melt volume, crucible (or melt sump) geometry and the sound characteristics of all materials involved. In this contribution we describe the methods used to model the sound field generated by the coil and present aluminium grain refinement results, obtained in a prototype setup under cavitation conditions.
Theoretical Basis

Electromagnetic Ultrasound Generation
The force acting on the liquid aluminium can be represented as a magnetic pressure. This can be derived from the equation for the Lorentz force:
where is the Lorentz force, current density and the magnetic field. Combined with Ampere's law
where μ 0 is the permeability of free space. This gives
where the magnetic tension,
, is a part of the volumetric force. The term − 1 2μ 0 (∇( 2 )), can be represented as the magnetic pressure, from
The time dependent components of this pressure oscillate at double the coil current frequency [5] .
Resonance
To conserve energy and to achieve pressures required for cavitation, it is beneficial to obtain acoustic resonance in the crucible. To obtain accurate resonant modes the sound waves in both the melt and crucible must be modelled. This is due to the similarity in specific characteristic acoustic impedance ( 0 = ) for both the alloy melt and the crucible, where 0 is the acoustic impedance, the mass density and the speed of sound. As they are similar, the sound is both transmitted and reflected at the crucible wall. The proportion transmitted can be calculated using the equation:
where is the reflected proportion, and 1 and 2 the acoustic impedances of the two materials. In seeking resonance the effect of the surrounding container has a significant effect on the resonant modes and must be considered. In contrast, as the difference in acoustic impedance between the crucible and the air is large, it can be assumed that most of sound (i.e. 99.9%) is reflected back into the crucible.
Cavitation
Cavitation of dissolved gases is considered essential in encouraging nucleation, hence leading to grain refinement in alloys. By seeking the resonant frequencies of the system, pressures greater than the Blake threshold where cavitation may occur can be obtained. The Blake threshold is calculated from
where, p0 is the ambient pressure, σ the interfacial tension and R0 the bubble radius [12] . As an example, for bubbles with a radius R0= 5×10 -6 m, an interfacial tension for aluminium and air of σ = 1.1 N/m and with p0 =101325.0 Pa gives a Blake threshold of 254 kPa.
Cavitation is seen by industry to have two primary uses in liquid metal processing: the first is degassing, the second that this paper concentrates on, is grain refinement [1] . Grain refinement has been observed in aluminium alloys subjected to UST using conventional immersed sonotrode techniques [13] . There are two primary theories of grain refinement due to cavitation, firstly grain multiplication and secondly cavitation-induced nucleation. The first theory suggests that cavitating bubbles break up solidifying dendrites leading to a larger number of grains [14] . Cavitation-induced nucleation assumes three main mechanisms: (i) non-wettable particles can be transformed into nucleation centres by the melt pressures [15] , (ii) the pressure alters the alloy melting [16] and finally, (iii) grain refinement is obtained due to the undercooling of the melt on the bubble surface [16] . In the experiments reported here, the wetting of impurities leading to extra nucleation sites is thought to be the dominant grain refinement mechanism in the contactless sonotrode experiments, as UST is stopped, the samples are removed well above melting temperature and then allowed to solidify.
Since cavitation leads to the emergence of gas bubbles in the liquid, the speed of sound is significantly altered [17] . For driving frequencies much lower than the natural frequencies of the oscillating bubbles and small values of the equilibrium bubble volume fraction 0 , typical for liquid metals, the approximate relation for the effective speed of sound c in the mixture, originally proposed by Wijngaarden [18] can be used:
where cl and are the speed of sound and density of the pure liquid, is the polytropic index of the gas and p0 is the static pressure. The sensitivity of the effective speed of sound to small changes in the gas bubbles volume fraction is illustrated in figure 2 .
It can be expected that initially, at the start of the ultrasound treatment and before the cavitation has fully developed, the bubble volume fraction is very low (at the left end of the graph) where the corresponding rate of change is quite mild. With developed cavitation the mean gas volume fraction increases thus changing dramatically the effective speed of sound. This results in resonance being lost (before being regained after a short time) and causes intermittency of the process. With the problems of gas shielding limiting the effectiveness of ultrasonic treatment as reported in immersed sonotrode studies [1] this intermittency is not necessarily undesirable.
Numerical Models
Time Domain Acoustic Model
As a form of fluid motion, the propagation of sound waves can be described by the equations for mass conservation (3.1) and momentum conservation (3.2).
These are the general forms in Cartesian coordinates xi with as density, t -time, vithe velocity vector components, ppressure, Fi accounts for both viscous and external forces and the index summation convention is used, e.g.
. A relation between pressure and density, needed to close the above system, can be linearised locally as
where c is the speed of sound in the medium. Considering liquids where c >> vi, any terms with a velocity component as a factor may be neglected and the simplified working set of equations (3.4) and (3.5) is obtained.
In sound propagation the viscosity of the medium may be neglected; then, Fi contains the Cartesian components of the electromagnetic force (1.1). The four simultaneous partial differential equations (3.4, 3.5) are solved numerically using a finite difference method optimised for sound propagation [4] that is 4 th order accurate in space and 3 rd order accurate in time. As the numerical time-stepping scheme is explicit, the size of the time step is subject to a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy limit which most often is set to 0.2 for the spatial axis with the smallest discretisation step chosen on the basis of a numerical error investigation [19] . In the software implementation used in this work, the two material properties involved, density and speed of sound, can be spatially varying thus allowing different materials in the geometry set-up. The surface boundary conditions, where liquid or solid are in contact with air, are implemented as zero-acoustic-pressure boundaries due to the negligibly low acoustic impedance of the air.
Frequency Domain Acoustic Model
For comparison with the time domain simulation an additional model was developed using COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2a. The model is a one way coupled, solving both the driving magnetic field and the acoustic pressures using a Helmholtz equation in the frequency domain. A 2D (axisymmetric) Maxwell model was used for the EM field produced by the coil. This EM field was solved for the entire domain, with a coil approximation for the out of plane coil current density:
where Icoil is the out of plane coil current, ecoil an out of plane unit vector, , the current density in the coil and Vcoil the voltage in the coil. The boundary conditions are magnetic and electric insulation at the far field boundary.
The magnetic field obtained from the EM solver is used to calculate the magnetic pressure (2.9), this is applied as a background pressure in the melt. The magnetic tension term which is responsible for inducing stirring in the crucible is small compared to the magnetic pressure in this case (by 1 order of magnitude) so for simplicity only the magnetic pressure is used for acoustic simulations:
The pressure acoustics were then solved using the Helmholtz equation in the frequency domain:
where ρ is the density, p the acoustic pressure, pt the total acoustic pressure, pb the background acoustic pressure (defined in (2.7)) ω the angular frequency and c the effective speed of sound in the medium. The background pressure is then applied to the 3D acoustic solver by using the mappings
where 2 is the radial coordinate in the 2D model, 2 the z coordinate and 3 , 3 and 3 the coordinates in the 3D model. This has the effect of offsetting the background pressure by 10mm to obtain asymmetric solutions.
The model uses an unstructured triangular mesh ( Figure 3 ) refined (0.02-6.7mm) in the crucible and a much coarser mesh in the surrounding air (0.25-74 mm).
The material properties for both models are outlined in table 1.
Cavitation Model
When solving for cavitating bubbles, care needs to be taken in choosing numerical algorithms that can handle the near-singular solution which occurs during the rapid implosion of the bubble under intense acoustic pressure oscillations. To model the bubble dynamics, the Keller-Miksis equation [21] (
is chosen which accounts for liquid compressibility and the additional acoustic damping. The represents the liquid pressure at the liquid gas interface and is defined by
where is the surface tension, is the liquid viscosity, and is the pressure in the gas at the interface, which can be calculated by using the differential equation 15) where is the polytropic index, and the heat conductivity of the gas. The temperature gradient at the bubble surface can be calculated using the method of Toegel et al. [22] , which states
where D is the gas diffusivity, and ∞ the bulk temperature of the liquid. The inclusion of acoustic radiation terms is motivated by the significant difference in the response following the explosive collapse of the bubble. The lack of damping in the original Rayleigh-Plesset equation results in overpredicted amplitudes in the oscillation which follows the collapse. For solving the Keller-Miksis equation, a variable-step variable-order Adams-Bashforth-Moulton method [20] is chosen, which has been shown to be particularly efficient in cases where the underlying problem is computationally expensive to solve, or when strict tolerances are needed as is the case here.
Alternatively, an ideal gas law can be used to remove the temperature dependence, resulting in a simpler algebraic solution for the gas pressure. However, due to sharp spikes in temperature when the bubble is undergoing explosive collapse, the ideal gas law does not hold during this phase. The average ambient bubble radius 0 is often taken to be 5μm in simulations involving the processing of liquid aluminium [12] . In this model, 0 is taken to be 4.5μm to match with Löfsted [23] . The fluid is placed under a 26.5KHz acoustic field with an amplitude of 1.35 . All ordinary differential equations in figure 8 are solved to a relative tolerance of 1×10 -13 . Material properties are chosen to match [24] as close as possible, with additional variables for the thermal coupling given by [25] . The difference between the equations is clearly demonstrated in the results which include the effect of acoustic radiation. The equations which lack the term result in much higher amplitudes in the oscillations which follow the bubble collapse. This is in greater agreement with experimental data.
Using the Caflisch equations [26] dissipation functions
and ℬ can then be calculated by using the change in void faction over a time period:
where is the void fraction and can be calculated using where N is the number of bubbles. A full derivation can be found in [19] . If the bubble dynamics are calculated with an equation that does not contain acoustic damping terms, the overpredicted bubble fraction results in dissipation functions (3.18) being inaccurate. These relations can be used in a Helmholtz equation of the form:
where k is a modified wave number and p the pressure:
this equation can be solved in a similar way to the Helmholtz model presented here, noting that the high non-linearity introduced by modifying the wave number makes convergence difficult to achieve.
As the frequency domain solution assumes that the bubble oscillation has a harmonic component, it is important to run the single bubble model for more than one acoustic period so that simulation can converge to a harmonic solution, at which point the dissipation functions and ℬ can be calculated over the last acoustic period.
Results
Time Domain Model Results
Designing a crucible with suitable resonant frequencies requires three stages: (1) A desired frequency of the power supply is chosen and the driving force is prescribed accordingly. Time-dependent simulations are run for a sufficiently long time to record signals from different locations in the computational domain. For example, 0.1 s real time is sufficient to give a FFT accuracy of 10 Hz. (2) The FFT post-processing then pinpoints possible resonant frequencies in the vicinity of the initially chosen frequency. (3) Shorter simulations driven at the selected resonant frequencies confirm the development of resonance by observing the linear growth in time of the recorded signals. For the examined case with aluminium for which material properties can be seen in table 1, metal depth 252 mm, inner and outer radii 67.5 and 85 mm, vessel depth 280 mm and outer height 320 mm the 1 st and 2 nd simulated modes, at the lowest two resonant frequencies, are shown in Figure 4 . The 2 nd frequency resonance develops not in the melt, but in the solid base of the crucible, highlighting the risk of crucible breakage during the process.
Experimental procedure
About 8.5 kg of commercial purity aluminium (CP-Al) was placed in a cylindrical clay graphite crucible and heated in an induction furnace to about 700 °C. For experiments with a grain refiner about 0.2wt% of Al-5Ti-1B was added to the CP-Al. The internal and external diameters of the crucible were the same as those of the modeled crucible. To generate ultrasound in the liquid metal, the top-coil was positioned above the liquid metal surface. The frequency around the crucible during the operation was recorded for at least 60 s by an Ultramic200K digital ultrasonic microphone. The recorded data were analysed using MATLAB® software. The recorded sound was observed in the form of a FFT (Fast Fourier transform) sound spectrum in real-time during experiments. When broadband noise was observed, indicating cavitation, the experimental conditions were maintained continuously for 5 minutes. This period was to bring about any changes due to ultrasound in the melt, and any influence on the microstructure.
Samples for grain refinement tests were taken following the KBI ring test procedure [27] . Liquid metal was poured into a steel ring with an outside diameter of 75 mm, inside diameter 50 mm and height 25 mm, placed on a silica base. The cast sample was subjected to three types of cooling: through the open air, through the steel mould and through the silica brick providing the slow cooling of the sample. The samples were small (about 50 grams), which was beneficial for the top-coil experiment due to previously reported loss of resonance (and grain refinement) due to liquid metal volume change leading to a change in the acoustic modes [28] . Cast samples were prepared for metallographic analysis by removing about 3 mm of the bottom surface of the sample, followed by grinding, polishing, and etching with Poulton's or Keller's solution to reveal the microstructure. The average grain size was determined using the mean line intercept method. These images were taken using a Zeiss Axioskop 2 equipped with AxioCam HRc camera.
Frequency Domain Model Results
The results for a frequency sweep from 18 to 60 kHz at 5 Hz steps in the Helmholtz model can be seen in Figure 5 . By including the crucible and the aluminium melt a complex pattern of modes forms. The first two modes can be seen in figure 6 . These modes are also observed in the experimental data. The first is primarily in the aluminium melt and the second in the crucible. The second resonant mode at 18845 Hz could potentially damage the crucible due to the buildup of large forces. Both the time domain model and frequency domain compare favourably, with very similar numerical modes predicted.
Higher frequency modes can also be seen in Figure 6 . These have very complex patterns and contain a larger volume of metal with pressures over the Blake threshold, which may result in an increased cavitation volume. Figure 7 demonstrates the volumes larger than the Blake threshold, this is the reactive region for cavitation, for the first two modes. As shown the first mode there is a large region with pressures over the Blake threshold within the melt. The second mode shows that the pressures over the Blake threshold are concentrated around the base of the crucible, this is not ideal for cavitation and may lead to the crucible breaking
Cavitation Model Results and Speed of Sound variation
The Keller-Miksis equation (3.13) has been used to predict the bubble radius variation during cavitation in aluminium. This is compared to experimental data by Löfsted et. al. [23] in figure 8 . As is demonstrated, bubble radii vary from 5×10 -6 to 5×10 -5 m. Using equations 3.13 and 3.17 combined with the bubble density N (10 9 ) and material properties from Lebon et al. [29] , an estimate can be made for the speed of sound in areas above the Blake threshold. For an assumed 5µm bubble radius the speed of sound is reduced from nominal 4560 m/s to 3519.35 m/s and for a 10µm radius bubble down to 1798.20 m/s. Using this information an example study was setup with the region above the Blake threshold from the first mode in the frequency domain study at both the speeds of sounds calculated above. This was then run over the range 16-20 kHz in the frequency domain model to demonstrate the shift in the resonant frequencies. These results can be seen in figure 9 . As shown the resonant frequencies change by 2 kHz for the 3519.35 m/s speed of sound, with the first mode being less than 16 kHz for the 1798.2 m/s speed of sound. This significant change in the speed of sound due to the cavitating bubbles means that resonance is lost due to the bubbles leading to the pulsed nature of cavitation observed in the experimental results.
Experimental Results
The first indication of the presentation of cavitation presence was the observation of broadband noise [6, 28] , seen as light-coloured lines on the spectrograms recorded under varying conditions. The lines were normal to the continuous horizontal lines denoting the top-coil signal, observed at about 20 kHz and the heating furnace signal, observed at 5 kHz. The frequency of observed broadband noise lines is believed to be a good estimation of the cavitation intensity [6, 28] . Recorded sound files are usually 1 minute long while the processing time was set to around 5 minutes and reflects the cavitation intensity (number of cavitation events) during the initial part of processing. The spectral frequency displays for different frequencies are shown in Figure 10 .
Proceeding in steps of ± 20 Hz, it was found that the frequency needed to be tuned to a certain value for any cavitation to appear. Changes in the frequency altered the spectrogram ( figure 10 ) and subsequently grain refinement. For example, at 9.50 kHz, cavitation disappeared (Figure 10a ) but reappeared when the correct resonant frequency was found, at 9.35 kHz (Figure 10b ). The spectrographs (a) and (b) are recorded for almost identical volumes of CP-Al. In the case of Figure 10 , conditions (b) and (c), for CP-AL with the addition of grain refiner were sufficient to bring about microstructural changes. Figures 11 and 12 show the microstructures of the samples taken during both experiments.
In Figure 11 the result of grain refinement achieved with CP-Al from 256 µm to 95 µm is demonstrated. The temperature of casting was about 700°C, 40 degrees above the melting point (the minimum value from the typical pouring range [29] . With higher temperatures the amount of cavitation is reduced, this is considered to be due to the gas solubility decreasing with higher temperatures. [1, 31] .
The Al-Ti-B ternary master alloys have been commonly used as grain refiners for most aluminium alloys [32, 33] . The mechanism of grain refinement in aluminium due to the addition of Al-Ti-B master alloys, is widely discussed in [32, [34] [35] but not yet clearly understood [33] . Even if the exact mechanism is not yet established, there are experimental observations of the improved efficiency of the grain refiner effect by the ultrasound processing. The suggested explanation is the deagglomeration and better distribution of the boride particles [36] . The experiments in this case examine whether the effect of the grain refiner can be further improved by processing the alloy with the Top-coil. In Figure 12 , a cross-section of the samples has been presented, revealing the grain sizes in macro-scale. The reduction observed for samples with grain refiner usually varies between 20-40%. In the case presented in Figure  12 , the reduction was about 46%, determined from the image of the microstructure, (a reduction from 223±5 µm to 121±2 µm).
The effect of the top-coil measured by grain size reduction was seen in both cases: with commercial purity aluminium and with a CP-AL refined by Al-5Ti-1B. Both broadband noise cavitation lines and resulting grain refinement indicate that cavitation is occurring in the melt. This shows that under correctly tuned conditions this contactless UST can significantly improve the quality of cast metal.
Numerical Validation
A comparison of the FFT from the experiments, the frequency response results from the scanning Helmholtz model and the FFT of the time domain model can be found in Figure 13 . This shows the results of two experiments with very similar setups. The experimental results showed the two modes close to each other in the 18.5 -19.5 kHz range. The Numerical results demonstrate the similar double peak in the same range. This suggests that the experimental results are demonstrating the two different peaks as predicted by the numerical model. There is a slight difference (less than 1%) between the predicted frequencies from the numerical models and the frequencies measured in the experimental results. This is likely due to the uncertainty of the speed of sound inside the crucible walls. This sensitivity can be demonstrated, where a change of just 5 m/s in the speed of sound in the crucible results in approximately 50 Hz shift in the observed modes. Figure 14 shows the comparison between two numerical models, one assuming sound hard boundaries (Neumann condition) at the edge of the melt, the other modelling the entire crucible. This result does not exhibit the double peak predicted in the full numerical model and observed in the experimental data, highlighting the necessity for the model to include the details of the crucible.
Conclusions
Experimental results demonstrate the potential of contactless ultrasonic cavitation for grain refinement in aluminium. Numerical models have been developed to predict the resonant frequencies for the melt prior to cavitation. Comparison with experiments have revealed a good match between the models and experimental data giving insight into the complexities of the resonant system. Experimentally cavitation has been observed followed by grain refinement after ultrasonic treatment for both LM0 aluminium with and without added grain refiner. The grain refinement in the LM0 is thought to be due to the breaking up and distribution of impurities or remnant microbubbles in the metal resulting in a greater number of nucleation sites. Similarly, grain sizes where reduced in the alloy previously treated with a grain refiner presumably due to a more homogeneous distribution and the breakup of particle agglomerations.
The acoustic models presented here currently predict the initial frequency of the resonant modes. However, this is a dynamic system due to the change in the speed of sound from the cavitating bubbles. Initial attempts to model the change of the speed of sound due to the bubble fraction on the resonant frequencies explain why the cavitation process achieved by the contactless "top-coil" device is pulsed and not constant, as resonance is lost when cavitation begins. Future work with the inclusion of the bubble dynamics equations considered earlier in this paper will potentially demonstrate this in a coupled model. Figure 12 : Improvement in the grain refinement using commercial grain refiner. Left, sample refined by the addition of 0.2wt% Al-5Ti-1B refiner, but no top-coil processing. Right, the alloy additionally processed by the contactless sonotrode at a frequency 9.41 kHz, both samples cast at 706°C. The grain size reduces from 223 µm to 121 µm. 
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